S1. Key properties of the ZnM (M = S, Se, Te) conventional insulators (CIs)
In this section we give a systematic comparison of the band gap, the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) strength, and the work function of ZnM under different conditions (strain and dimensionality). Supplementary Fig. 2 we also show the strength of SOC defined in an alternative way: the difference in band gap with and without SOC,
. Both definitions give the same trend for the bulk ZnM,
i.e., SOC is increasing in the sequence of ZnS-ZnSe-ZnTe, agreeing well with experiments 2 as depicted in the left panel of Supplementary Fig. 2 . For the singlelayered ZnM under different strains due to epitaxy on the TI substrates (see Table I in the main text), the overall trend of the SOC is the same as that in the bulk, but with reduced magnitudes (right panel of Supplementary Fig. 2 ).
The band gaps of bulk ZnM are smaller by about 50% compared with the experimental values 2 due to the fact that the generalized gradient approximation usually underestimates band gaps. However, the trend that the band gap is decreasing in the sequence of ZnS-ZnSe-ZnTe is correctly reproduced by our calculations, as shown in the left panel of Supplementary Fig. 2 . In the right panel of Supplementary   Fig. 2 we show the band gaps for the single-layered ZnM. In particular, we calculated the band gaps of single-layered ZnTe with compressive (-3.9%), zero, and tensile strains (+1.6%), and the trend suggests that the band gap will decrease as the strain goes from compressive to tensile. As a final note, the work function of the singlelayered ZnTe film also sensitively depends on strain (Table I in the main text), which increases as the strain goes from compressive to tensile.
Energy (eV) ZnS, +3.5% for ZnSe, -3.9%, 0.0%, and +1.6% for ZnTe.
S2. Band structures of the Bi 2 Se 3 and Bi 2 Te 3 substrates.
The inclusion of SOC in our calculations closes the band gap through introducing a single Dirac-cone at the Γ point, which is the topological surface state (TSS), for both the 6QL Bi 2 Se 3 and 6QL Bi 2 Te 3 slabs 3 , as shown in Supplementary Fig. 3 . For the corresponding 1QL slabs, the energy gaps persist, despite significantly reduced, after the inclusion of the SOC, which is due to the coupling of the TSSs from the two surfaces. while the use of a too strong SOC would severely distort the bulk valence bands, thereby destroying the TSS as well (Supplementary Fig. 4d ). For ZnSe/Bi 2 Se 3 , as we reduce the λ SO of the entire system, TSS will again disappear, as it depends on the bulk topology ( Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Supplementary Fig. 4 .
